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Abstract 
This investigative study of the Micro Electric Discharge Drilling (Micro EDMD) of titanium super alloy Ti-6Al-4V with tubular brass 
electrode attempts to identify most significant process parameters and optimize it for best machining conditions. In this research work, 
the effects of four process parameters, namely peak current, pulse on time, duty factor and flushing pressure were studied upon material 
removal rate (MRR), diametric overcut (DOC) and taper angle (T). The objective was to study the effects of process parameters 
individually on the final outcome. Response surface methodology central composite design was used to design the experiments and the 
performance characteristics in micro drilling operation were studied. The experimental results indicate that peak current and pulse on 
time are the most significant factors. At high values of discharge energy MRR found high while shape accuracy distorted by interaction 
of other variables among which pulse on time and flushing pressure plays important role. 
Keywords: Micro-EDM, Titanium super alloy Ti-6Al-4, MRR, Overcut, Taper, RSM   

1. Introduction 

The physical and mechanical properties possessed by titanium and its alloys such as high strength, low weight, and the 
outstanding corrosion resistance by has led to a wide and diversified range of applications in aerospace industries, 
automobile industries, chemical plant, power generation, oil and gas exploration, surgical instruments, and other major 
industries. However, the delicacy of titanium alloys to work hardening during machining impairs their machinability hence 
they are referred to as "difficult-to-machine" alloy metals. Thus, machining of titanium super alloys has been a topic of 
interest among think tanks for industrial production and scientific research worldwide. Many researchers have been 
searching for effective methods to machine titanium super alloys. Mattia Bellotti, Jun Qian, in their investigative research on 
the micro electro discharge drilling process to drill small through holes on Ti-6Al-4V with the brass tubular electrodes have 
evaluated the machining performance in terms of material removal rate, tool wear rate, and surface roughness. By 
monitoring the electrical signals on real time basis breakthrough was detected by identification of different discharge 
conditions on completion of the drilling which shown that such monitoring can be useful for effective detection of the 
breakthrough and prevent the machining of a surface situated below the hole exit. The technique was proved to have 
effectively detected the completion of drilling process of small through holes without any conical taper part at the exit [1]. 
Tzu-Wei Huanga, Dong-Yea Sheub et al have investigated machining characteristics of EDM drilling obtaining high aspect 
ratio with the different electrodes of three different cross sections during the flushing process. Although producing the micro 
hole by micro-EDM with smaller diameter is possible, obtaining highest aspect ratio micro hole finds difficult as the 
flushing out debris plays a critical role. For improving flushing problem, wire electrical discharge grinding -WEDG 
technology were used to fabricate the single and dual notch cross-sectional micro tools for micro-EDM drilling for this 
investigative study. It was observed that compared to cylindrical micro electrode tool, the rotating single-notch and dual-
notch cross-section generate different flow filed. It was seen from the simulation results, the single-notch micro tool had 
caused more upward flow than rest of others. The debris removal rate was improved significantly due to this upward flow 
[2]. Sagar U. Sapkal1, Pravin S. Jagtap et al have optimized values of process parameters namely pulse on time, discharge 
voltage, capacitance and electrode rotation speed for MRR, side gap width and taper ratio as according to them main 
problem encountered in micro EDM drilling is removal of debris particles and to rectify this problem electrode rotation 
method was used by them. Titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) of 2.5 mm was taken as a base metal to be drilled by 0.5 mm diameter 
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copper tungsten electrode. Parameters that influenced the process were the capacitance, pulse on time and electrode rotation 
speed but capacitance has the major contribution on side gap width. Pulse on time and capacitance were the significant 
parameters for taper ratio but capacitance played the major role. [3] Mohammad Yeakub Ali, Mohamed Abd Rahman, et al 
have investigated high aspect ratio holes produced by Micro-EDM in their study to achieve accurate roundness, high aspect 
ratio and low surface roughness with the minimum electrode wear. From the analysis it was revealed that capacitance was 
the most influential parameter [4]. G. D’Urso, G. Maccarini, et al have investigated the influence of different electrodes 
materials and power discharge on both the process performance and the dimensional characteristics of the holes by varying 
peak current and voltage in order to achieve both high and low power discharge conditions. Tungsten carbide, brass and 
copper three different materials tubular electrodes for producing through micro-holes on stainless steel plates used on a 
micro electrical discharge machine. With the tungsten carbide electrode, an increase in power discharge is reflected on a 
reduction in drilling time, damaging electrode wear rate and overcut. With the brass and copper electrodes, increasing the 
power discharge time decreases and electrode wear increases, following linear and parabolic laws [5]. Nitin Kumar Chauhan, 
Alok Kumar et al have experimented micro holes fabricated on SS-304 produced by the micro EDM process to examine the 
effects of process parameters pulse on time, pulse off time, current, and flushing pressure on performance characteristics 
electrode wear rate and material removal rate. By the analysis it was found that optimal design of process parameters is at 
second experimental run at pulse current 1 amp, pulse on time 20 µs, and pulse off time 4 µs, flushing pressure 0.8 kg /cm2 
for micro-hole that was machined and also by the analysis of variance of grey relational grades that the current is the most 
contributing factor which affects the performance of micro hole drilling [6]. Zhiqiang Wang, Hao Tong, et al have analyzed 
the machining process and by simulating the debris status a problem was discovered that there is debris accumulation into 
the machining gap without dielectric flow. In their experiments, it was found that the machining efficiency in the final stage 
of drilling the holes decreases obviously. To solve this debris accumulation into the machining gap without dielectric flow 
problem the combined flushing with tube inner dielectric under high pressure and tube outer dielectric with high velocity 
was proposed [7]. Nishant K Singh, Yashvir Singh, et al have in their study made an effort to explore an active flushing 
mechanism to improve the flushing activity during the electro discharge drilling process as the key challenge facing this 
process is the elimination of spark-eroded matters from the electrodes gap. When the trash is collected in the working 
passage arcing happens which adversely affects the performance in the said process.[8] 

2. Experimental set-up 

In this study series of experiments were conducted on titanium super alloy by sparkonix micro EDM drilling machine to 
examine the effect of controllable machining parameters such as peak current, pulse on time, duty factor and flushing 
pressure on MRR, taper angle and overcut. In this experimental work tubular brass electrode of diameter ϕ 500 μm was 
used. A dial gauge was used to check the flat level clamping of the workpiece. Special clamping arrangement was made on 
the machine work table to hold the workpiece of size 25x50 mm of thickness 1.3 mm. The weight of workpiece and 
electrode was measured by shimadzus weight balancing device having least count 0.1 mg. An optical Microscope was used 
to measure the diameter of machined holes on the workpiece. 
 
3. Experimental procedure 
 
The experiments have been conducted with four controllable machining parameters namely peak current, pulse-on time, 
duty factor and flushing pressure. The experiments were conducted as recommended by response surface methodology 
based central composite design. The experiments were conducted at each parametric combination and the corresponding 
machining performances were recorded and then were used for statistical analyses. Machining parameters and their level 
chosen for this study are presented in Table 1. 

4. Machining Parameters and their levels 

 -α -1 0 
 

+1 +α 

Peak current (A) 1 2 3 4 5 
Pulse on time (µs) 3 4 5 6 7 
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Duty factor (%) 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Flushing pressure (kg/cm2) 45 50 55 60 65 

5. Results and Discussion 

The selection of the appropriate model and the development of response surface models have been carried out by using 
statistical software, “Minitab 21”. This section concentrates on examining the results of main experimentation, in order to 
recognize an individual with interaction effects of input process variable on different responses like material removal rate 
(MRR), Overcut, and Taper. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for statistical analysis to ensure the 
competence of the fitted model and carry out graphical and regression analysis. 

5.1. Analysis of material removal rate 

 

Figure 1. Main Effect Plot for MRR 

In case of peak current MRR is highest at the beginning of the process and it keeps falling until 3 A and then it increases as 
the increase in peak current. This is because at the beginning high spark is required but the flushing pressure is lower. In 
case of pulse on time, the MRR is lower at beginning but it keeps increasing from 5 μs after the slight decrease between 4 
and 5 μs and is highest at 7 μs. In case of duty factor MRR is highest at lower value of duty factor but lowest at higher value 
of duty factor thus showing inversely proportional relationship. In case of flushing pressure MRR is lowest at lower value of 
flushing pressure and highest at 50 cm/kg2 
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Figure 2. Residual Plot for MRR 

5.2 Analysis of Taper 

 

Figure 3. Main Effect Plot for Taper. 

In case of peak current Taper is highest at 3 A and it keeps falling as the peak current increases that indicates as higher is the 
peak current the lower value of the taper can be obtained which is desirable. In case of pulse on time, the taper is highest at 
7 μs. In case of duty factor taper value is lower at lower value of duty factor but higher at higher value of duty factor thus 
showing directly proportional relationship. It is observed that taper of the micro-hole is influenced by peak current and 
decreases with the increase in peak current. As the peak current increases number of secondary sparks from the side-wall of 
the electrode tool increases for which entry and exit diameters of the hole change due to high material removal from both 
the entry and the exit side. 
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Figure 4. Residual Plot for Taper 

5.3 Analysis of Overcut 

 

Figure 5. Main Effect Plot for Overcut 

It is observed that the micro-hole has a lower overcut at peak current of around 2 A, however, with the increase in Ip, 
overcut is also found to decrease as with increased peak current the hole is already produced. Minimum overcut is obtained 
with the appropriate peak current density (corresponding to a peak current of 2 A), which provides controlled spark 
machining process. If the peak current is too large, large quantity of molten material is removed due to which deeper and 
larger discharge craters are induced on workpiece surface. In addition to this the debris is piled up and unusual secondary 
discharge sparking is also induced. This phenomenon causes the entrance of micro-holes to be larger and makes the 
machining condition less stabilized, which results in larger overcut. In case of pulse on time as it increases overcut increases 
almost linearly. 
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Figure 6. Residual Plot for Overcut 

6. Conclusions 

The conclusions have been drawn from the statistical amalysis. For MRR the most significant factor was found to be peak 
current followed by pulse on time and the least significant was duty cycle. At lower current, a significant portion of the total 
energy is used to vaporize the workpiece metal therefore, the metal removal rate is small. While on the other hand, when the 
peak current is too high the explosive energy density is large and the discharge spark also increases that causes a higher 
material removal rate. For Taper the most significant factors are peak current and duty factor. Neither squared nor any 2-
way interaction is significant except the squared interaction Ton (µs) * Ton(µs) shows nearer value of p thereby it may be 
slightly significant. It is observed that taper of the micro-hole is influenced by peak current and decreases with the increase 
in peak current. For overcut the most significant factors are pulse on time and duty factor and the squared interactions Ton 
(µs) * Ton(µs), Fr (kg/cm2) * Fr anf 2-way interactions Ip (A) * t (%) are also significant. It is observed that the micro-hole 
has a lower overcut at peak current of around 2 A, however, with the increase in Ip, overcut is also found to decrease as with 
increased peak current the hole is already produced. increases overcut increases almost linearly 
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